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FROM TRANSVERSE HETEROCLINIC CYCLES 
TO TRANSVERSE HOMOCLINIC ORBITS 
F L A V I A N O B A T T E L L I * — M I C H A L F E Č K A N * * 
(Communicated by Igor Bock ) 
ABSTRACT. We show the existence of transversal homoclinic orbits for a se­
quence of periodic ordinary differential equations which has a limiting periodic 
ordinary differential equation with a transversal heteroclinic cycle. 
1. Introduct ion 
Let us consider the family of second order equations 
x = 4x(2x2 - 3x coth(2m7r) + l) + eq(t) (1) 
where m G N, e is a small parameter and q(t) is a 27r-periodic Cl -function. 
The unperturbed conservative first order equation 
x = y , ў = 4x (2x
2 - Зx coth(2mтг) + l) (2) 
has a homoclinic solution (Pm(£)5Pm(£)) of the form 
e 2 t ( e 4 m 7 r - l ) 
Pm(t) = (e2t _j_ e2m'K\(e2t+2m-K _|_1 \ 
to a hyperbolic equilibrium (0, 0). Associated to (1) and to the homoclinic orbit 
pm(ť) there is the Melnikov function ([5]) 
oo 
,(«) : = / Pm(s)q(s + a) ds. Mm(a):= / þ<  ) ds . (3) 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : Pr imary 34C37, 37B55, 37C29. 
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It is a classical result ([4]) that if Mm(a) has a simple zero cY0, i.e. Mm(a0) = 0 
and Mm(a0) ^ 0, then the dynamics of (1) is chaotic for e ^ 0 small in the 
sense that (1) possesses, for e ^ 0 small, a transversal homoclinic orbit with 
the associated S m a l e horseshoe ([4], [5], [7]). But we have proved in [1] that 
for any 27r-periodic C1 -function q(t) and any m G N, the Melnikov function 
(3) is identically zero. The geometrical meaning of this is that, in spite of the 
fact that the perturbation (1) of the equation (2) is of the order 0 ( e ) , the 
distance between the stable and unstable manifolds to a small periodic orbit of 
the perturbed equation, along a transverse direction, is of the order (at least) 
0(e2). This means that in order to study the intersection of the stable and 
the unstable manifolds, we have to look at the second order Melnikov function. 
This was successfully done in [1] by showing the existence of a large class of 
27r-periodic C1 -functions q(t) for which the second order Melnikov function is 
nonzero. 
Now, the limiting equation of (1), for m —r oo, is 
x = Ax(2x2 - 3x + 1) + eq(t), (4) 
whose unperturbed equation 
x = 4x(2x2 - 3x + 1) (5) 
has two heteroclinic connections to the equilibria x = 0 and x = 1 with the 
heteroclinic solution going from x = 0 to x = 1: 
Poo(<) = 
e 2 í 
oov / e 2 < + 1 
and the one from x = 1 to x = 0: 
1 
Pooi-t) = oov j e 2 * + l ' 
Since the Melnikov function (3) of equation (1) is identically zero for any 
27r-periodic C1 -perturbation of the equation, one might wonder whether this 
fact holds for the Melnikov functions associated to the heteroclinic orbits p00(±t) 
of equation (4). The answer to this question is negative as it has been proved 
in [1]. Geometrically, this strange behaviour depends on the fact that the ho-
moclinic solution of (2) gets orbitally closer and closer (as m —> oo) to the 
heteroclinic cycle of (5) and not to any of the heteroclinic orbits pOQ(±t). More-
over, it has been proved in [1], that the Melnikov functions associated to the 
heteroclinic solutions pQO(±t) of the limiting equation (4) have transverse ze-
roes at least for infinitely many 27r-periodic C1 -functions q(t). Thus for any 
e sufficiently small and such q(t), (4) has a transverse heteroclinic cycle. The 
purpose of this note is to extend and study this relationship between (1) and (4) 
for more general systems. To this end, and to help the reader in understanding 
the assumptions we make, we observe that the difference between the r.h.s. of 
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equations (1) and (5), given by: 
24x2 
12x2(l - coth(2ra7r)) = - — 
V v ') e 4m7r _ 2 
tends to zero as m —> oo uniformly on compact sets and the same holds for its 
derivative with respect to x. 
2. Bifurcation to homoclinic orbits 
We consider a family of T-periodic differential equations 
x = fm(t,x) = fm(t + T,x) (6) 
where either ra£Norra==oo,£ElR, and x E f ! , a n open and bounded subset 
of Rn . We assume that fm(t,x) are C
2 functions in ( f , . r ) G l x f l , and that 
the following conditions hold: 
(a) x — / ^ ( t , x) has a transversal heteroclinic cycle in Q made of two 
hyperbolic periodic solutions pt(t)^ i = 0 , 1 , and two heteroclinic orbits 
p^(t) and p^(t) connecting them, that is such that 
lim [p<£\t) -Po(t)] = lim [p£°\t)-p0(t)] = 0 , 
t—ÏOO 
\^[p^1Ht)-p1(t)]=hmJpg°Kt)-p1(t)]=0. 
(b) f^t^x) is a regular perturbation of fm(t,x), that is 
SUP \fm(t,x) ~ foo(
l->x)\ "* ° a s I^->^: 
{t,x)eRxn 




Note that by transversality of the heteroclinic cycle we mean that the stable and 
unstable manifolds of the periodic orbits p{(t) intersect transversally along both 
pTHt)^dp^(t). 
By using the implicit function theorem, it is not difficult to show that the 




has unique T-periodic solutions qm(t) and rm(t) such that sup \qm(t)-p0(t)\ -» 0 
teR 
and sup \rm(t) - px(t)\ -» 0 as m -> oo. Moreover, both qm(t) and rm(t) are 
teR 
hyperbolic. 
The purpose of this note is to prove the following theorem: 
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THEOREM 1. There exists m0 e N such that for any m e N, m> m0, system 
(6) has an orbit pm(t) homoclinic to qm(t) and such that 
SUP \Pm(t) ~ P^Ht + mT)\ -> 0 as m -» oo , 
t<o ( g ) 
sup \pm(t) - p £
0 ) ( £ - mT) | -» 0 as m -r oo . 
t>o 
Moreover, the stable and unstable manifolds of the periodic solution qm(t) of 
system (6) intersect transversely along the homoclinic solution pm(t) • 
Theorem 1 can be related to the following result (see [6]): 
Let f: W1 —> E n be a C1 -diffeomorphism possessing hyperbolic fixed 
points px and p0. If W™ transversally intersects W? and W^ 
transversally intersects W^ , then W™ transversally intersects W* 
fori = 1,2. 
This result is proved by using the A-lemma. Our proof, instead, is based 
on such notions as exponential dichotomies and roughness. We emphasize the 
fact that our proof is more constructive than the one given in [6] and also leads 
to equation (9), which allow to locate, within some small error, the homoclinic 
orbit. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1 . To simplify the proof, we first replace x with 




L(t,y) = /ro(*.y -Po(«) + 9m(t)) + /oo(*.Po(*)) - /„,(*> QmW) 
and 
foo(t,y) = foo^y)-
Note that the family fm(t,y) satisfies assumptions (a) and (b). Hence, without 
loss of generality, we suppose in this proof that for any m G N system (6) has 
the periodic solution p0(t). 
From the transversality assumption of the heteroclinic cycle (see [5]) it follows 
that the linear system 
x = D2foc(t,p^(t))x (10) 
has an exponential dichotomy on R with projection, say Q^, that is the fun-
damental matrix A"oo(t) of (10) satisfies 
l l ^ooWQoo^^HA'e -^^ ) , s<t, 
ll̂ oo (W1 - QooK'OOH < K^(t~S) > * < * -
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for a constant S > 0. Similarly there exists a projection P ^ such that the 
fundamental matrix Y^t) of the linear system x = D2 f^^t^p^^t^x satisfies 
l i n o W ^ o o ^ W I I - ^ e - ^ - ^ , s<t, 
\\YJW ~ PjY~\s)\\ < K e 6 ^ , t<s. 
Now, the the fundamental matrix X^t + mT)X^-(mT) of the linear system 
x = D2/oov^'Poo
1^ + mT))x has also an exponential dichotomy on R with 
projection matrix 
Q^mT) = X^mTlQ^XzHmT), 
and similarly, the fundamental matrix Y^t — mT)Y^ (—mT) of the linear 
system x = D2 / ^ ( ^ p ^
0 ^ ^ — mT))x has an exponential dichotomy on M with 
projection matrix 
PJ-mT) = Y^-mT^Y-^-mT). 
We seek for a solution pm(t) of the nonlinear system (6) with m G N sufficiently 
large such that (9) holds. Hence, setting xx(t) — pm(t) — p^(t + mT) and 
x2(t) = pm(t) — P^°\t — mT), we see that we look for a pair of functions 
(x1(t),x2(t)) such that 
sup|x1(
/)| and sup|x2(t)| 
t<o t>o 
are small, and actually tend to zero a s m - ) -foo, and satisfying: 
x1-D2foo(t,p^(t + mT))x1=hm(t,x1) for t<0, 
X2-V2foo(t,p£0)(t-mT))x2 = hm(t,x2) for f > 0 , (H) 
x2(0) - Xl(0) = bm := p^(mT) -pW(-mT), 
where 
hm{t,x)=fx{t,x+Pol
1Ht + mT))-f„{t,pll1\t + mT)) 
-V.f^p^it + mT^x 
+ fm(t,x+p^(t + mT))-f00(t,x+p^(t + mT)), 
h+m(t,x) =f00(t,x+p^(t - mT)) - f^p^Ht - mT)) 
-D2/oo(«,pio
0)(<-mr))x 
+ fm(t,x+pg°Kt-mT))-foo(t,x + p^(t-mT)). 
Note that bm = o(l) as m —r oo. Let p > 0 be a fixed positive number such 
that the closure of the sets: 
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{x+p^1](t): £ E R , and \x\ < p) 
and 
{x+p^^t) : t G R , and \x\ < p} 
are both contained in ft. Then note that 
sup \h±(t,x)\=A±(\x\)\x\+of(l), 
teR±,\x\<P 
sup \D2h±(t,x)\ = A
±(\x\)+o$(l) 
t eR± , \x\<p 
where 
A - ( r ) = sup | D 2 / o c ( i , a : + p ^
1 ) ( t + m r ) ) - D 2 / 0 O ( < , p ^
1 ) ( i + m r ) ) | 
t£R,\x\<r 
and 
A+(r) = sup \D2foo(t,x + p£
0\t-mT))-D2foo(t,pW(t-mT))\ 
tER,\x\<r 
are positive increasing functions such that A ± ( r ) -> 0 as r —r 0 uniformly with 
respect to m E N (see (8)) and, for example, 
o-(1) = sup | / m ( i , x + p ^
1 ' ( i + m f j ) - / ^ ( t , x + pW(t + mT)) \ - , 0 
t e R , | z | < r 
as m —> oo, uniformly with respect to t E R and \x\ < p, because of assump-
tion (b). Of course, a similar conclusion holds as far as of(l) and o^(l) are 
concerned. 
Owing to the exponential dichotomy, any solution of the first two equations 
in (11) whose sup-norm in ( — oo,0] is less than a given r > 0 satisfies 
x,(t) =Xcc(t + mT)[I-QjX^(mT)^ 
t 
J X^t + mTW^X-Hs + mTfr^x^s)) ds + 
- 0 0 
0 
(13) 
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A classical argument shows (see [2]) that the maps defined by the right-hand 
sides define contractions on the appropriate spaces C£ (K_ , n) and C°(M+ , n) of 
bounded continuous functions on R_ and R+ respectively, provided m > m0 is 
sufficiently large, 6K\£\ < r , 6K\r]\ < r , and \\x{\\ < r where r > 0 is such that 
3KS~1A±(r) < 1. 
Let x1(t,£),m), x2(t, ry, m) be the solutions of the above fixed point equations. 
From equation (13) and the properties of the functions hm(s, x) we easily obtain 
sup \x1 (t, f, m) | < K\£\ + 2K5~
l \A~(r) sup \xx(t, £, m) | + o~(l) 
t<0 - t<0 
and then 
suV\x1(t,?i,m)\<3K\t;\ + o1(l)<r (15) 
t<o 
where ox(l) —> 0 as m -» +oo uniformly with respect to £, ry. Similarly: 
sup \x2(t, rj,m)\ < 3K\r}\ + o2(l) < r (16) 
t>o 
where o2(l) -» 0 as m —» +oo uniformly with respect to £, 77. In order to find 
pm(t), we have to solve the equation: 





+ J X^mTW^X-Hs + mT^&x^&m)) ds + bm. 
— OO 
Now, according to (7) and (8), B2f„(t,PW(t+mT)) and B2f„(t,P&°\t-mT)) 
tend to D2 /o o(^H
, i (0) . uniformly on compact intervals in R as m —» 00. Hence 
from [3; p. 70, Lemma 1] the projections P^—mT) and Q^mT) tend, as 
m -» 00, to the projection V of the dichotomy of R of the linear system along 
p(t): 
x=zV2f00(t,p1(t))x. 
Thus for any m e N sufficiently large ||i300(—TTT^T)|| and ||I - Q ^ ( m T ) | | are 
bounded below by a positive constant. Then, using (12), (15) and (16), we see 
that the right-hand side of (17) is bounded by a term like 
3KH-1 [A' (3K\£\ + o. (1)) |d + A + (3K\r,\ + o2(l))\r,\] + o(l) (18) 
where o(l) —» 0 as m —» oo uniformly with respect to |£|, |r/|. Thus by using the 
implicit function theorem, we see that (17) can be uniquely solved for £ — £m 
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and rj = rjm. Moreover, since the expression in (18) tends to zero as £ -» 0, 
rj —r 0 and m —> +co, we easily see, from the uniqueness, that £m and rjm tend 
to zero as m —» oo. We set 
m = r^i( l>em ,m)+p^)( i + mT) if * < 0, 
Pm U2(r^m ,m)+p£°)(*-mT) if * > 0 . 
Then pm(t) satisfies (9) (because of (15), (16) and the fact that |£m|, |rlm| -> 0 
as m —> +oo) and hence, for |£| sufficiently large, remains in a small neighbour-
hood of the periodic orbit p0(t). Thus, because of the saddle node property of 
hyperbolic periodic solutions, pm(t) is homoclinic to p0(t). 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we have to show that the stable and un-
stable manifolds Wm(p0) and Wm(p0) of the solution p0(t) of (6) with m > m0 
intersect transversely along pm(t). From the hyperbolicity of the periodic solu-
tion p0(t) and the roughness of exponential dichotomies, for any m > mQj the 
linear systems 
* = D2 An(*>*>„.(*))* (-9) 
have an exponential dichotomy on R__ with projections Qm, that is the funda-
mental matrix Xm(t) of (19) satisfies: 
\\Xm{t)QmXj{s)\\<ke-^-
s\ s<t<0, 
\\Xm(W - QJXm\s)\\ < fce*(«-) , t < s < 0. 
Moreover, from (7), (8), (9) it follows (see also [5]) that the projections Qm can 
be chosen so that 
lim \Qm-Qoo(mT)\ = 0. (20) 
m—>CXD 
On the other hand equation (19) has also an exponential dichotomy on K.+ with 
projection, say, Pm and we can similarly assume that 
lim \Pm-Poo(-mT)\=0. (21) 
m—>oc 
We now describe the unstable manifold Wm(p0) of p0(t). Let xm(t,£) be 
the solution of (6) such that x(0) -= ĉ . We have 
W. *(p0) = { f € R : t U m J . r m ( t > 0 - P o ( * ) | - - o } . 
Because of the exponential dichotomy, the solutions occurring in the definition 
o f Wm(p0) can be written as xm(t, £ ) = zm(t) +pm(t), where zm(t) = zm(t, £) 
is the unique solution of the implicit equation: 
t 
%{t) = XmЏ)Џ-Qm}^+ I Xm{t)QmXm\s)hm(s,zm{s)) às 
— oo 
0 
- j Xm{t)[l-QJXm\s)hm(S,zm{s)) ås. 
(22) 
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where £ = £ — Pm(0) and 
K(t'Z) = fm(t>Z+Prn(t)) - frnit'Pjt)) -V2fm(t>Prn(t))z- (-3) 
Note that (22) defines zm(t) for t < 0, however zm(t) can be extended up to any 
finite time mT and satisfies the same formula. Moreover, because of the unique-
ness, we have zm(t,0) = 0 . Thus the tangent space of W^(P 0 ) at the point 
P^KmT) is spanned by the vectors XJmT^I^QJ^^-QJmT^XJmT)^ 
while the tangent space of Wm(p0) at the point Pm(0) is spanned by the vectors 





Tpm{o)Wm(Po) = KPm, 
T
P£°H-mT)
WSM = KP^i-mT). 
Thus, in order to show the transversality of the intersection of Wm(p0) and 
Wm(pQ) along pm(t), we have to show that R
n = 1ZPm 0 MQm. 
But, we have already seen that QJmT) and PJ—mT) tend, as m -> oc, 
to the projection V of the dichotomy on R of the linear system along px(t): 
i = D2foo(tiPl(t))X-
So, using also (20), (21), we have 
lim I I Q n . - ^ l l = 0 
m—>-oo 
and similarly 
lim | | P T O - 7 > | | = 0 . 
m—>-co 
Thus we can assume m0 G N is so large that 
W=-RPm®NQm 
for any m > m0 and then the stable and unstable manifolds Wm(p0) and 
Wm(p0) intersect transversally along pm(t). The proof is finished. • 
R e m a r k . Theorem 1 holds also for the periodic solutions rm(t). 
As an application of this result we can consider the family of second or-
der equations (1) whose limiting equation, for m —> oc, is (4). We have al-
ready mentioned in the Introduction that the unperturbed limit equation (5) 
has the heteroclinic cycle made of the two heteroclinic connections p^ (t), and 
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p^(—t). Moreover, it has been proved in [1] that the Melnikov functions associ­
ated to both heteroclinic orbits has a transverse zero at least for infinitely main 
27T-pcriodic C] -functions q(t). Hence, for any e sufficiently small, a + (t) exist 
such that equation (4) has hyperbolic periodic solutions p0(t,e). pi(t,^) and 
bounded solutions p±(t,e) such that 
sup |p 0 ( f , s ) | - > 0 , s u p l p ^ e ) - 1| - r O , 




as e —> 0 (and the same holds for the t-derivative). Moreover the \anational 
equations of (4) along p + ( t , e) have an exponential dichotomy on ]R. Since p^(t 
tends to x = 0 when t -» — oo and to x = 1 when t -> -f-oo, and the periodic 
solutions p0(t,e), p1(t,e) have the saddle point property, we easily obtaii t i n t 
the solutions {p0(t, e),p+(t, £),p l v £, e),p (t,e)} form a heteroclinic cycle which 
is transverse thanks to the exponential dichotomy of the linear systems. Thus, 
the result of this note applies, and we obtain the following theorem: 
JuIEOREM 2. If the function q(t) in system (1) is such that the Melnikov func­
tions associated to poc(±t) of the limiting equation (4) have transverse z roes, 
then for any given \e\ < s0, sufficiently small, there exists m(
c) such that, for 
any m > m(e), system (1) has a transversal homoclinic orbit pm ,. (t) uith sudi 
a q(t) and such that 
S U P \Pm -(*) ~ P+(^ +
 mT-> e)\ ~^ 0 a s w ^ ° ° ' 
t<o 
sup \pm c(t) — p_(t — mT,e)| —r 0 as m -» oo . 
r>0 
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